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TRANSFORMATIONS DETERMINING UNIQUELY A MONOID IV 
WEAK DETERMINANCY 
Marie MONZOVA'-DEMLOVA', Praha 
Dedicated to Prof. §. Schwarz to his 60th-birthday 
Abstracts This paper is a direct continuation of the 
paper [73. 
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AMSs 20M20 Ref. £.: 2.721.4 
In this paper we shall use all conventions, notions 
and results given in [73• 
First we are going to give an answer to the question 
of the form of a connected weakly determining translation 
with a bijective kernel. 
Theorem 1. A connected translation fs X — » X with 
a bijeetive kernel is weakly determining if and only if one 
of the following conditions holds: 
1) f is a determining translation; 
2) f is a bijective translation; 
3) if Q f*Z f , then |X\Qf|6 2 and for all x€ Qf it 
is I f"1(x)|6 2 ; 
4) for | Z~| « p , e being a top element, u(e) » 1 and 
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the following three conditions are fu l f i l l ed: 
a) for a l l x e Z f i t i s I f "
1 ^ ) . * 2 ; 
b) there are no elements x t yeA 9 zeK such that 
(d(x) - d(y) - d ( z ) ) « mod p ; 
o) for a l l xcA there exists an integer r(x) rela-
tively prime to p and a set K x- t v .* . t x m $c A u i c f such 
that the system 
UUlx*)/' + d(x)(r(x)X~1 + r(x)^-2 + . . . + l))mod pi I 
1 £*0A4f...i*1,...jn 
forms the decomposition of the set 4d(y) | yeAu-*e3 3 • 
Remark. If Condition 3) or 4) is fulfilled for 
eel , then it is fulfilled for all xg A . In this case 
Au4e1 is the set of all top elements of f • 
Proof: Evidently if f is a bisection, then f is a 
weakly determining translation* Consider f for which 
u(e)rl . Using constructions in [53 and [6] and the fact gi-
ven in 111 and [33 that every connected translation with a 
Directive kernel is a left translation of commutative monoid* 
we get the following assertions: 
(A) If either Qf + 0 and u(e)>2 or Qf = 0 , then f 
is a weakly determining translation if and only if f is a 
determining one* 
(B) If f is a weakly determining translation and u(e) « 
« 1 then for all xe X it is I f"*1(x)l^2 and there are 
no elements x, yf zt aeAu4ef with flx(y) • ̂
t t ^ • 
Assume f is a translation with Qw-? 0 and u(e) * 1 
for which (B) holds. It is easy to show that in this oase 
for a given top element e there is exactly one Cayley's 
T-monoid (X9L(M)) for which e is an exact source* 
How let Q^ » Zt • for an isomorphism <p between M^ 
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and M , Me , Mx being the only monoids containing f as 
a left translation and having e f x as the identity ele-
ment, resp., we have <jp (e) « x . Designate f(e) « a , 
cp(a) « b e Z f . (It holds that y is an isomorphism, thus 
<p(Zf) = Zf and therefore b » a
8 in lg for some s > 0 .) 
s-de(x) 
Hence b « f (x) and further for all n > 0 f b in 
M is equal to fnr(x) , where for simplicity we write r 
„-., nr+de(x) 
instead of s - dfl(x) . So q>(a
n) « r ( x ) « f * (e) . e V d e(y)+l 
Take ycA f then i t holds a.y « f (e) (in M-> ) f 
(<^e(y)+l)r+dft(x) 
thus b o 9 (y) = f c (e) and also by the de-
f ini t ion of M i t i s b o 9 (y) « fr(g>(y)) « 
*+d„My)) 
- f e (e) . 
Hence de($f?(y)) • ((de(y)r + de(x)) mod p . (*) 
If (#. ) holds for all ye Af <$ is a homomorphism between Me 
and Mx „ As Me and M^ are finite (see 4)b)) and of the 
same cardinality, it is sufficient for g? to be an isomorph-
ism to have lg>(MeM « I M I . And it is fulfilled iff r is 
relatively prime to p and f satisfies Condition 4) for e 
and x • 
Take f with Zf « 0 f Q f# 0 f u(e) « 1 . If f ful-
fils Condition 3) then either f is a determining transla-
tion or A « «ix] • Designate again f(e) « a and define 9 : 
M — > M_ as follows: 
jie(-)-n+l/ 
cp(x) « e f y(e) • x f eg (a ) * f (e)nQf 
de(x)-n+l 
and cp(y) « f (e)r\Qf for yc Qf with erj ** a • 
Such 9 is an algebraic homomorphismf moreover it is a bi-
section, thus it is an isomorphism. 
Suppose Condition 3) does not hold. Let e, x be two 
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distinct top elementsf y an isomorphism between Me and 
Mx t f(e) « a • As the left translation of a is connected, 
so is the left translation of 9(a) in Mx . But there are 
only two elements of M with connected left translation: 
b » f(x) and c = f 2(f(x))nQ f . 
de(x)+l 
First consider cp(a) » b . As b « a (in M e ) 
de(x)+l de(x)+l 
we have cp(b) « b in Mx . Further b « 
de(x)+l 2de(x)+l / % 
« f (x) « f (e) . On the other hand, <p (x) « 
« z^Qf ( 9 is a bisection), thus de(z) « 2de(x) and we 
have de(x) « d (z) , a contradiction with (B). 
Similarly it can be shown that if g>(a) « c f the condi-
tions from (B) do not hold for e f y(u), xf u f where u e 
€ T\ix f € J . 
Thus Theorem 1 has been proved. 
Theorem 2. Let f be a connected non-surrjective trans-
lation with an increasing kernel. Then f is weakly determi-
ning if and only if f is determining. 
Proof s Evidently if f is a determining translation, 
thus it is also weakly determining. 
Let f be a weakly determining translation. Using con-
structions in [6] and Construction lf we get that either f 
is a determining translation or f has more than one top 
element and satisfies Conditions (ii) - (vi) from Theorem 3 
in [63. 
Suppose f has two distinct top elements e,f e2 • 
ttU-i) tt(e2) 
f (ei) s £ ^e2^ contradicts Condition (iv), 
tt(e2) 
f (e2)c T x ^n Q f contradicts Condition (vi) from 
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Theorem 3 given in [61. Therefore f has exactly one top 
elementf i.e. f is a determining translation. 
Now we shall deal with a connected surjective transla-
tion which has an increasing kernel. 
To formulate the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for f to be a weakly determining translation we introduce 
other notions. For a given xcXf Nx » t^ix) \P|(e) f de-
fine N «ixcX; I NXI>1J . 
Let xf ycX f define an equivalence /%• as follows: 
X'vy iff Stx is isomorphic to S£ • 
By [ z ] we shall mean the set 
tz] • 4y€X| y*Nf/z) and y*vzf. 
To simplify the proof of the following theorem we give 
two assertions. 
Lemma 11. Given x € Nf x<vy and g-, f g2 translat-
ions with (3)» Then there exist bisections ^ from N on-
to N and <?2 from N /x\ onto N / s satisfying the 
following properties: g2 <j1 * 9 2g 1 » (9) 
^(z)*'* f i * lf2 f for all z (10) 
i f and only i f for every z€N x i t holds 
\i u c [ z ] ; g1(tt)^vg1(z)}l « K u € [ z ] ; g2(u)~ gx(z) } | f 
where zcN and ¥ ~ z • 
y 
The proof i s obvious. 
Convention 1. Given xcN f g translation having Pro-
perty (3) . Denote by B* f i • l f 2 f 3 f subsets of Nx as 
follows 
for a l l UCBJ there i s no z€N ,%\ with g ( t t t ] ) c [2 ] 
B* there i s z#N / x for a l l tt€B? there i s »«Hff(_% with g([tt]) - [ z ] ; 
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for all ucB? there is z€Ng(x) with g(Cal)^Czl. 
Denote by C* • g(B*) . 
Lemma 12. Given x€Nt x^y and glt g2 translations 
with (3)» Let there exist bijections <f1$ cp2 from Lemma 
11. Denote by B* t C* the sets defined relative* to g1# 
5[f C^ the sets defined relative to %2* Let BQ be a sab-
set of B* having the following property: 
for all tt€B0, vcBgt v^a it is VC-BQ , 
set C0 - Cf \ gl(B0) . 
Then for every bijections <p from B*uB0 into 1^ v 
u 1 | and Cf' from cJuC0 into ^i^Cg satisfying (10) the-
re exists exactly one bisection ip from Huff (x) onto 
s l 
N uH / x satisfying (10) and such that 
B2V * T « i t 
V l B | u B 0 » cp, tp" t C ûC ĵ » cp' . 
The proof is obvious-
Theorem 3* Given a connected surjective translation f 
with an increasing kernel* Then f is a weakly determining 
translation if and only if there is e€T ( T being the set 
of all top elements of f ), g having (3) for which the fol-
lowing holds: 
1) J £(f) I T is a transitive group* 
2) For all xcX and y^H^Cyl is a finite set* 
3) For all xcN f yity2*
K
x t ̂ i"/^
 s u c h t h a t 
g(y1)/vg(y2) it holds: for all g1 with (3) and k being 
an integer 
gi(g(y1))^gi(g(y2)) • 
4) For all xiH, y € N x
 8 U C n *hat there is g-̂  with (3) 
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and g"1(g1(y)) m 0 it holds: if z € tyl then for all g2 
with (3) and i • 1,2,... it is 
gi(u)^/g|(y) . 
5) For no xcS, ylt... ,yn* Nx with y ^ y * » 
g ( y i ) ^ « ( y 1 ) for 1 * 3 , i f j * l , « . . , n - 1 and ifcy embed-
dable into Sfi,./,- % for i = 1 , . . . f n - l f S6__ cannot be g * y i + l ; yn 
embedded into ^g ty ) • 
6) For a l l x€H and y€-*x such that g~
X(y) « 0 
i t holds i f y l f y 2 c y T f f i > n f then I f
1 ( y 1 ) l - I x
>-"]L(y2I)l . 
7) For a l l TQ n?\ N* 0f ns.0 , i t i s NnTQ n + 1 « 0 . 
8) Let x € N n ( X \ H 0 ) , y e N x with g"
1(y) • 0 f l e t 
m be the smallest integer with g"*1(fm(x))s|« 0 ; then 
, r l g - l ( h m - l f
m ( x ) ) \ P f ( e ) | . 1 # 
9) For all x€T m 1# i?l such that 3€0 can be embed-
ded into Xx it is g""1(x)#0 . 
10) If for some elements x ^ e , i * lf2f3 it holds 
g"1(xi) * h""
1(xi) « 0 , a c . ! * ^ §n » i - lf2,3 and for 
n-,-1 nu 1§ i 
n2>m1f(x3) « h
 x f (x2> , for n^m-, f(x^) • 
nip n p 
« g k (f(x-,)) f then only some of the following possibili-
ties may hold: 
a) Xp * x->f x-i.4- X2 and n-, • n2 = m2 , 
b) x^ m xy Xĵ +x-p imply n2 » m1 ,
 n
2
2 n i an<3 f(x-j) « 
- f ( g % n 2 ( f ( x 3 ) ) • 
Proof of Theorem 3: In the first part of the proof we 
show that every weakly determining translation satisfies Con-
ditions 1 - 10 . 
Denote by gf hf k the translations having Properties 
(3) and (4) for a top element e . 
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For the proof of necessity of Conditions 1 - 8 one can 
use Lemma 3; aFStiming the contrary of any of these condit-
ions we get two quadruples e*9 g^, h^9 k^, 1 • 1,2 satis-
fying (3) and (4) for which a bisection 
<$> : X - ^ X , cpUi) - e29 9 S l - g2cp 9 cp^ « h2c* , 
»*! - k 29 
does not exist. 
The necessity of Condition 9 follows from Construction 
3. 
The necessity of Condition 10b) follows from Contract-
ion 5» The only fact which is not evident Is the following: 
if Condition 10a) or b) is not fulfilled, then the assump-
tions of Construction $ hold for some Xt , i » 1*2,3. 
Sappose Xg » x-j , then for n2>ffij it mast be m-,« 
• n. • 1 • See m, • 0 implies n, « 0 and It contradicts 
X-, -fc e • Assume n0-6 m-, , then x , c L « *«-, ~ » hence from x^ z i * 3 m-j —no'fmp »ni 
x2 » x-> we have m-̂  » n2 « n-̂  • Thas if x2 • x-» and x^ + 
4- T, , ., then x, » x2 • x-a • In all cases we can set x* » 
» x-̂  , i - 1,2,3. 
The second part of the proof is to show that the condi-
tions of Theorem 3 are also sufficient, i.e. that every f 
satisfying Conditions 1 - 10 is weakly determining. First we 
show that for every e-̂ , g-̂ , h^, k^ falfilling Conditions 
(3) and (4) and such that h-,(e) « k-, (e) , there exists a 
bisection <g c <£ (f) with (11). 
Using Lemma 3 from this it follows that all monoids gi-
ven by Construction 2 are isomorphic. 
Let as prove that there exists exactly one "k (and thus 
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k -B k ) such that e, gf hf k satisfy (3) and (4) and 
h(e) * ¥(e) • Using the induction on nf x being an ele-
ment of Tm » f and Condition 7 for m = 0 and Condition 
U-f .u 
8 for m;»0 f we get Tc(x) » hkf(x) for g (x) » 0 • Thus 
for given ef gf h there is exactly one k with (4). 
Obviously from Condition 6 we have for ef g and h-̂ e 
e 1?(g)f f l^ s l j a bijection ijr e <t? (f fg) such that 
tfr(e) ss e f and i|r h-j « ht t|r . 
Now we prove that i f Conditions 2 - 5 hold, then fcr 
one fixed ef g and arbitrary g, with (3) there i s a bi -
jection y e ^ ( f ) with <p(e) -= e and g?g * g -^ • The 
proof of this assertion i s divided into two steps: f irs t we 
show that there are isomorphisms y m : 3€m—> #6m f 9̂ ,: 
: ^ m + l - * ^ m + l • m s 0 f l , . . - . such that ^ cfm - ^ g . 
This i s proved by induction on k f x being an e le-
ment of Tm ^ . Suppose we have defined 9 m for a l l xe 
6 * V * T m f i t y'm ^ r a l l x -UV%
Tm+l,i and moreover 
x^<p m (x ) f <p'm(g(x))~g(x) for a l l x . Evidently 
^ ( f ^ e ) ) * *»<*) , ^n(f
B M '1(a)) - 4*hlM have 
the required property. Let us construct y m for elements 
o f Tmfk • 9 m
 f o r e l« m e n t s of Tm + l f k . 
Take xeT ^ n ; i f x^N i t can be easily shown that 
there i s only one extending of cpm on Nx f cpm on N (xj 
(ase NR(x\*' Nx ) with the required properties. 
b) Let xeN • By Lemma 11 i t i s sufficient to show 
that for every y « N x the following holds: i f "ycN (xj f 
y^vy" f then 
Uz e t y l ; g(z) /vg(y)} | - 1 z« Cy] ; g 1 (z )^g(y)} l . 
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Assume the contrary; we shall construct a sequence "iy-jlff̂  
with the following properties: y±€^x * y i ^ y1 • 
Z(y±)¥' g(yj) • 
&y embeddable into SCg(y j f 1 * 3 , i t j - Of 
1, ••• $ and 
\ize£y±l % g ( z ) ^ g ( y i ) } | s* l i z c C ^ l ; g;, ( z )~g (y ± ) J | , 
where y^ e N / x, y ^ y^ # By the assumption we know that 
there i s an element y with the required properties, pat 
yQ • y • Use an induction, le t ^y±\^j^ *>* constructed and 
construct y^ • y o r yk-l ** holds 
K2seEyk-1] ; g ( z ) ^ g ( y k - 1 ) j j > U z c [ J w ] ; 
gl(»)-vg(yk . l )>l , \-i*\(x)*
 y k ~ l ~ y k - l • 
By Condition 2 there exists "-^i* tyfc-O s&ch that 
| - i z c [ y k - 1 3 ; g(z)A/g1(zk - 1)}l-< U z € [ y k - 1 J ; 
g 1 ( z )^ /g 1 ( z k - 1 ) } I 
and moreover we can suppose that for this z k* it is 
s ^ 2 k - l ^ g^yi^ f o r i-*k ~ 1 ^ttse yl,#*#,yk faljfil Oo:a" 
dition 5)* Using Condition 2 and the induction assumption 
we get that there is y^ such that 8i(yic)^
/S1fakt»1) and 
\iz e 1- yk3 ; g(z)~g(yk)}|>l i z e tjk 3 ; g1(z)/%/g(yk)l I 
yk 6 \ (x),^'wyk and ^y embeddable into ^g(y ) • 
.Assuming that yk*v y± for some i< k we get that 
yi+l****,yk (3° n o t sa*iefy Condition 5. Hence we have con-
structed the sequence ^y^i^o • 
Now define g2 as follows: 
for z*X\\JQ L put g2(z) * g(z) , 
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g9l L is an embedding of &_, into £6ff/« ) • yi yi evjri+l/ 
Evidently g2 has (3) and g ^ g ^ ) ) *- 0 . By Condition 
4 it is gCy^-^g-^y^) t a contradiction. 
Thus we have shown that bisections cgm f cpm can be 
extended to N f xc N # 
Now let us construct a bisection <j i X — * X with the 
required properties. 
The bijection will be constructed if we have a sequen-
ce of bisections iYk?kss0 • Y V k ' o
1 1 ! — > ^ 0 Hi S U C h t h a t 
Tkf » f T k and gx T k * f kg 
and moreover for all xcX there is an integer kx such 
that for all k>k x it is Tk(*) • T k (*) • 
We shall construct a sequence hf ki* x 0 by an induct-
ion on k • Take ifr0» <fQ u <$'Q . Suppose we have y^ for 
all i< k ; the sequence ^•T^ i < k has the following pro-
perty : 
if Ti^z) ^ T I + T / 2 ) » z 6 T r s * t n e n t h e r e i s a € 
* T n N f q-es such that 
g-^dy.})-! tv) for any vf y c ^ „ 
Let us define T k by an induction on n f x being an ele-
ment of T4 ̂  , i-fe k + 1 • 
i f n * 
Assume f t i s defined for a l l x e T , , , i £ k + 1, i i 
6 n f define irk I ^Vo
 Ti fn+1 •
 T a k e x € T k f n •
 i f X * H » 
then evidently there i s only one possibil i ty of extending 
f k to N with the required properties. 
Assume xclJ , divide H into three parts B? f B
x
 f 
B? (see Convention 1) as in Lemma 12, Take T k 11
 Bf # 
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Yk-1 I Bg and co a bijection from Cj onto C ** sach 
that for all zecj it is 2 ̂ co(z) . Using Lemma 12 we 
get Y k I N^ such that y k | B | U B * • Tk-1 '
 B f u B 3 and 
r k
| c i - * • 
Moreover, it holdss 
-r 
for all tt€Bx there is an integer ru sttoh that g
 tt(y) + 
-(r +1) 
+ 0 and g tt (y) = 0 for all y€B£ f g(u)/vg(y) . This 
assertion follows from Condition 4. Denote r a max (rM) 
(evidently g"r(x) + 0 ). Put z - g^vx), B| f i - lf2,3 . 
As Condition 4 holds we have g (B*)c B ^ U B | • Thtts there 
is exactly one extending of Tk ' Bl » ̂ k-1 ' B3 u 
u (B|\ g""1(B^)) to yk I H2 (ttse Lemma 12). The proof goes 
by the induction up to N „ . 
e"r(x) 
Given xfeTm „ suppose Y
%
B(
X) & V a + l ^ f o r s o m e 
s . By construction of Vg+i it means that there is yelfn 
A T s + 1 f q<n and there are VLJ fu2€ g ~m([xJ)f a^Hg • 
KB txj is a finite set (use Condition 2) so is NnTr 
for q < n f hence there is only a finite number of a with 
if0(x) 4. Vs+i(x) • Now kx » max s has the required pro-
perty. 
Hence the existence of a bijection 9 with (11) has 
been shown. 
Let elf g^f h^, k^ satisfy Conditions (3) and (4) and 
h-. (e,) a- k-j(e-,) * From Condition 1 the existence of a bijec-
tion <fj e *£ (f) with ?!(•],) • e follows. Denote g' • 
* ^l^l^l 1 • h' * Vl*1!**!1 » k' m ^ A ^ l 1 • translations 
g'f h', k' with e have the property (3) and (4)? thus we 
have a bisection cp2 * *̂  (*) such that <f2^
 m e an<* 
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CJ> 2«'
 s 8^2 • Pttt * " ^ 2 h / * 2 1 » * " ^'yJE. 1 • AlB0 
ef gf hf k satisfy (3) and (4) and hence there is a bisec-
tion cj^ 6 *€ (ffg) for which 93(e) • e f y^h « h<f^ . 
Put !c • <fJk (f"^ • Define cp » <y^ <$>2 y-̂  f cp is a bi-
jection with (11). But we have proved that k * k (there 
is only one k with the property (4))» hence we have a bi-
jection <p for which we can use Lemma 3. 
Let now M' be an arbitrary monoid with feL(M') f e' 
its identity element. In L23 it has been proved that there 
exist g'f k'e R(M')f h'e L(M') saoh that e'f g' satisfy 
(3), fh'« kg'** l^ f and k'(e') * h'(e') . Further in E2J it 
has been shown that there exists ky/ such that k"(e') * 
» h'(e') and e'f g'f h'f k" satisfy (4). So as we have 
shown in the previous part of the proof, there exists a bi-
jection y with (11). Therefore f fulfils Conditions 1 -
10 for e'f g'f h'. So it holds marl f k'(T^ j . j c l ^ x 
(the sets T' ̂  are defined relative to e' ). .Assume the mfn 
contrary, i.e. there is x € T ' 1 and k'(x) » f"
1"" (e) f hen-
ID f X 
ce the translation g is infective, but this is not possi-
ble because of Condition 9 • Thus also e'f g'f h'f k' have 
the properties (4) and so k" « k' . The bisection if indu-
ces an isomorphism y of M' onto M such that ff h ft 
€ L(M)f g, keR(M) . Denote by M the monoid given by Con-
struction 2 and containing e, ff gf h, k • The proof will 
be finished if we show that M • M . 
We show even moref we give the proof of the following 
assertion: Let ef ff gf hf k be translations as abovef then 
for every algebraic monoid M with ff h«L(M) f gf k«R(M) 
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and e identity element of M t it holds f « f where 
f are translations given in Construction 2 • 
Define an ordering £ as follows: (mtn)_?(m'tn') if 
m-*:m' or m « m and n.= n'. Evidently _? is a well-order-
ing. We shall use an induction on (mtn) with the ordering 
^ X - * . A t xeT m n . Evidently TQ Q = i e * and IQ 
Suppose "fn « f for a l l ueTm ^ t (m' tn')-$ (mtn) . u. u ni t n 
Take X6 T,_ _ . Consider three cases: mtn 
1) Let x « h(y) t then y£ Tm „ •> t and fL « hf„ « 
in t n*-* x x y 
« hf « f ; use f__(e) • hfv(e) and e is an exact sour-y x x y 
ce of L(M) . 
2) Let x « g(y) t then y t T m _ 1 > n t and f_. » fyf = 
f f « fx 5 use fx(e) ~ fyf(e) and e is an exact source 
of L(M) . 
3) Consider g"1(x) « h""1(x) « 0 . For the proof that 
for such x it holds ?x(t) • fx(t) we shall need an in-





e) • Assume for all ueT p/ q/ f (p',q')-* (p,q)» 
it is F ( u ) « f^(u) ; take t € T_ n . Again we have three 
X X P»H 
possibilities: 
a) Consider t « h(v) f then fx(t) « hkff/x\(v) » 
= hkff(x)(v) « fx(t) , use fx(h(e)) • fk(x)(e) f k(x) « 
« hkf(x) and the induction assumption. 
b) Consider * t » g(v) f then fx(g(v)) « gfx(v) • 
- gfx(v) * fx(t) t as v e T H > q . 
c) Consider g (t) • h (t) « 0 • Let us suppose 
fx(t) « z . We know that f fx(t) « ff(x)(t) • ff(x)(*)t 
hence fx(t) c f
-1(ff (x)(t)) . If h
wml(z)^0 then it is 
z » fx(t) , for ff(x)(t) * g*V(f (x)) t use the property 
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of k . Further k?x(t) « khkff(x)(f(t)) « khkff(x)(f(t)) » 
« kfx(t) . Hence if g"*
1(z)4=0 , then z « fx(t) . 
Therefore the only possibility of z « Fx(t) to be 
z#fz(t) is z with g*"
1^) = h ^ U ) « 0 . Consider there 
are three elements x, t, z with g (a) * h" (a) « 0 , a « 
= x,t,z and z 6 f""1(ff (x)(t)) . As f (x) g Tm ^ , n-l*0 
(use g"X(x) « 0 ), we have for q>m , a c f ^ f h ^ V f t ) ) for 
q£m , z e f"" (gpkqf(x)) • Using Condition 10 we know that 
there may be only two possibilities: 
ec) x4*t , t « z and n « p « q ; in this case we have te 
£f"*1(gmkpf(t)), thus m « p and t € f-1(gpkp£(t)) means 
that Condition 10 is not fulfilled for xi « t , i « 1,2,3 . 
Consider x4»t and x « z . Assume q>m , then x c 
e f"1(hn"1fm(t)) implies xeT q - m + n ; therefore q « m t 
a contradiction. So q£m and X€f" (gpk(Jf(x)) , i.e. p « 
* <3 • 
Suppose fx(t) « x , then Fx?t(t) « fj (t)(t) • fx(t) « 
« x , thus Ft(t) + f^(t) • From this it follows q « m « p 
and p>n (use the induction assumption and Ft4»ft ). Take 
z « fb(t) , b>0 such that f-(t)*f-2(t) and Ff(«;) *
 f
f(z)* 
(Such element z exists because fp(t) « fp(e)#) Suppose 
Ft(t) « v , then fi(t) « f
bTt(t) = f
b(v) . Further g"X(z)« 
« h" (z) « 0 (use the induction assumption and Fg 4- fr- • 
Moreover, g""1(?5(t)) « h""
1(Fi(t)) « 0 , the proof is exact-
ly the same as the proof that g" (z) « h (z) » 0 . 
Therefore either f (v)at-z and z, t, f (v) do not 
fulfil Condition 10b) or z « f (v) and z « t and again 
z, t, fb(v) do not fulfil Condition 10, (z + t and ¥ « 
= fb(v) implies f(z) « gpkpf(z)). 
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We shall now deal with disconnected translations. 
Theorem 4. A translation f: X—•* X is weakly deter-
mining if and only if there is a top element e for which 
the following holds: 
1) f I Ef(e) is a weakly determining translation; 
2) Y has at most one element and I Bj(e) I > I Y | or 
f I Y is a disconnected permutation with YcZ« f r(x) does 
not divide r(y) for any xf y 6 Y f x^Ef(y) . 
3) If q#l is a common division of all r(x)f xeY 
then there exists x € Y such that for all p relatively 
. . x(X0) .. . /t(,x0)/ft, --© prime to 2- the expression ~ -=- is not an 
I %*• 
integer. 
Proof: Let e, e' be two top elements of f ; from 
Condition 2 it follows that e'«E~(e) . Suppose fcL(M) f 
M being an algebraic monoid. It can be seen that for f sa-
tisfying Conditions 2 and 3 it holds fx(y) = x for all x€ 
cY, ycX • Moreover if Condition 2 or 3 does not hold then 
there are two non-isomorphic monoids (see constructions in 
161 and Construction 2). 
Let M-f Mp be two monoids with fcL(Mj) f e-, e 
e Bf (e2^ t ei identity element of M^ f i = 1,2f and the 
left translations of M* corresponding to elements of Y 
be constants, then for every bijection <p : E-(e1) — > 
—y Ef(e1) such that <y fx(y) • f»(x)(9>(y)) # xf y * 
€Ef(e) f
 4'fx€L(Mi) fthe mapping 9 define by 
y(x) • ^(x) for x€Ef(e1) and 
flp(x) • x for xe Y 
is an algebraic isomorphism between M^ and M« . On the 
618 
other hand, if there i s an isomorphism 9 between M-, and 
M2 , then cp)
 E f(©i) i s aa isomorphism between monoids g i­
ven by Ld-p m iAtx\ E f ^ ) , x 6 E f ( e ] L ) J and L(M2) * 
= i2tK\ E f ( e x ) 5 x e E ^ e - , ) ? . 
Thus the proof has been f inished. 
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